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ABOUT BENJAMIN HARDMAN

Benjamin is an Australian freelance landscape photographer based 

in Iceland.

Five years ago, Benjamin embarked on his first photographic 

mission in an Arctic winter climate. Ever since, Benjamin’s passion 

for the cold has grown to lead him in search of the North’s most 

obscure landscapes – the barren, cold and volatile environments 

that are inhabited by colossal ice structures, carved volcanic 

mountains and resilient wildlife. Now calling Iceland home, 

Benjamin divides his time between a range of photographic 

assignments and solo exploration, whilst utilising social media as a 

platform to share his experiences and perspectives on life and 

nature in this region to a widespread global audience.

Benjamin's specific works on glaciers aim to convey the fragility 

and transitory intricacies of glacial ice amidst the current period of 

accelerated retraction and a changing global climate.

www.benjaminhardman.com

www.instagram.com/benjaminhardman



INTRODUCTION

This workshop brings together my experiences of adapting 

to life in a new country (and a cold one at that!), the 

challenges / struggles / hustle in pursuing my dream as a 

full time photographer, building relationships from square 

one to shoot for some of my favourite brands & 

publications, whilst throughout the entire journey 

continually studying, trialling and refining the mechanics of 

composition and editing techniques to create a calm and 

cohesive visual style, something that reflects my vision of 

the North. Now I want to teach you what I’ve learned along 

the way. 

I hope that the things I’m going to teach you can carry 

across to any scene that you are photographing, no matter 

where you are in the world. Building a unique voice for the 

places and events you’ve experienced, looking deeper into 

the subtleties of your surroundings, isolating your subject by 

searching for negative space, and curating the images for a 

unified story & visual voice. 



MODULE 1

GEAR 

CLOTHING:

66 North Merino Wool Thermals
Geysir Wool Socks

Icelandic Wool Sweater
66 North Vatnajokull Jacket

66 North Tindur Jacket
66 North Jokla Jacket
66 North Esja Pants
Fjallraven Keb Pants

66 North Hornstrandir Goretex Jacket
66 North Langjokull Gloves

Heat Company Heat 3 Smart Gloves
Sealskinz Shooting Gloves

Danner Ridge Goretex Boots
La Sportiva Nepal Cube GTX Boots

Polar Beanie

BAGS:
66 North –Bum Bag
WANDRD Prvke Bag

Lowepro Droneguard Pro Inspired

OTHER:
Sigma MC11 Converter
Gitzo Traveller Tripod

Ape Case Cubeze
TOPO Designs – Accessory Bags

Dust Aid Swap
Lens Pen

Bose Wireless In-ear Headphones
Muli-tool

Black Diamond Headtorch
Lander CAIRN light

Microfibre Lens Cloths – Carson
Pelican SD Case

Macbook Pro 15 inch
Glyph Atom Raid Harddrive

Lacie Rugged Drive
Ice Grips

CAMERAS:

Sony A7rIII

Olympus EM1 Mk II

LENSES:

Sigma 20mm 1.4

Sigma 135mm 1.8

Canon 400mm 5.6

Canon 200mm 2.8

Olympus 12-100 f4 (IS)

Olympus 25mm 1.2

Olympus 7-14mm 2.8mm

Olympus 60mm 2.8 Macro

DJI X7 50mm

DRONES:

DJI Mavic 2 PRO

DJI Inspire II



MODULE 1

PREPARATION

Planning is of vital importance when working in 

volatile landscapes such as Iceland, and can mean the 

difference between a successful and unsuccessful 

shoot. Mitigating potential obstacles to your plan by 

preparing for the weather, road and local regulations 

are key. It’s always good to come up with a back-up 

plan and location, if your original idea doesn’t work 

out.

RESOURCES:
(Iceland)

Weather:
www.vedur.is

Road Conditions:
www.road.is

Drone Regulations:
http://www.icetra.is/aviation/drones/



MODULE 2

SHOOTING + EDITING

E1: SEALS OF THE GLACIER LAGOON

When photographing wildlife, its important to stay 
quiet and not disturb them in any way. Use a long 

lens such as the 400mm to get in close to your 
subject without disruption. 

Laying on the ground and getting eye-level with your
subject makes for a more personal perspective. When 
shooting wildlife, a high shutter speed is key, and use 

a burst or continuous shutter mode.

Consider the background behind your subject – if the 
light is harsh, look for an area of shadow to get a 

more neutral exposure.

E2: LIGHTROOM BASICS

Importing: Use the top right panel to select the source destination for 
your import. Order by date.

Library Module: The viewing panel of your shots. Go through and find an 
image and check the sharpness of the image at 1:1 (full size).
Rate the images by colour, 5 star ratings, and flags to help you find and
organise your best images.

Develop: The editing section of Lightroom.

White Balance: Adjust the colour temperature of your images. Ben likes 
to keep his images towards the blue + green sides.

Crop Module: Check the horizon line.

Exposure: Check the histogram above the exposure panel to ensure an 
even exposure.

Contrast: Makes blacks blacker and whites whiter.

Highlights/Shadows:  Adjusts the brightest parts of the image as well as 
the shadows.

Whites/Blacks: Does ‘crush’ the image – use as a last resort.

Clarity: Pushes the edges, similar to contrast, but does affect the 
saturation.

Dehaze: Enhances every pixel of the image.

Vibrance/Saturation: Vibrance can enhance the already present colours 
in the image, whereas saturation can completely change the colours in 
the image.

Tone Curve: Allows you to pin-point specific areas of the images, based 
on the histogram. Place your points based on the histogram underneath. 
Create an ‘S’ shape to create contrast, pulling the blacks up on the far left 
to ‘crush’ the blacks (make them grey).



E3: CAPTURING GLACIAL DETAIL

In busy places, it can be difficult to find a image of 
calm. Using macro and searching for small textural 

details in the landscape can offer an interesting 
abstract perspective.

In these abstract works, composition is key. Use
leading lines, shapes and isolated subjects to enhance 

the story, allowing focus and clarity.

‘Breathing space’ or neutral space refers to the flat 
areas of colour created by low apertures or macro in 
an image, and affords the viewers eye a moment to 

rest when interpreting the overall subject.

When a tripod is difficult, don’t be afraid to use your 
surroundings, like a rock or log. As we are looking at 
very fine details, remaining as still as possible for a 

high resolution image is key.

E2: LIGHTROOM BASICS

HSL: Refine your colours. Hue – slide them around to see which colours 
are present in your image. Use the dropper to to access the colours 
present in that location and affect multiple sliders. Saturation – affects 
the intensity of the colour, in only the colour channel you are on. 
Luminance – brightness of a specific colour.

Split-Tone: Ben often uses the highlights panel to add very faint coloured 
highlights (often of a blue hue). 

Sharpening: Use the masking tool to see what you are sharpening, by 
holding ‘option’. Remember that global sharpening without masking will 
sharpen even the grain of your image.

Noise Reduction: Soften the effect of a high ISO and grain. You can also 
remove the colour noise.

Clone Stamp tool: To remove dust spots, push up the dehaze slider to 
see them more clearly. Clone – will copy an area and paste that in place, 
while Heal will predict the area based on the edges around. By using the
+ and - key, change the size of your stamp and remove unwanted 
elements.

Graduated Filter + Circular Filter: Make selective adjustments in a 
graduated line as well as circular selection. Graduated filters are great for 
sky adjustments, and circular to draw attention to subjects, and to 
add/remove vignette. Press ‘O’ to reveal your mask.

Brush Tool: Make even more selective adjustments by manually brushing 
sections of an image. Adjust the size, flow and feather of the brush to 
your liking.



E5: EXPLORING ON FOOT

Making local connections with people with
knowledge and experience in the environment you 

are shooting can create amazing opportunities, whilst 
also ensuring safety.

Here, Ben creates a wide shot using a tight lens by 
stitching the image later in post. By taking up to 20 

landscape images in succession around the subject, it 
makes for a large resolution stitch.  

Make sure to use manual focus for this.

When engaging in outdoor activities such as this, 
even with professionals, its important to make it clear 

to the viewer it was done with safety at highest 
priority. Never put yourself or others at risk for a 

photo. What you portray in an image impacts others.

E4: EDITING

GLACIAL DETAIL

Crop: Benjamin uses often a 2x3 crop for landscape images. Pay 
attention to the thirds lines that appear during the crop and 
where the main points of focus cross over on the lines.

Chromatic Aberration: A strange shadow of purple or green hue 
appearing on the edges. You can remove this by going to the 
Lens Corrections tab > Manual > Defringe. Use the dropper tool 
to select the area of colour you would like to remove.

Graduated, Circular and Brush Selections: Here Ben uses an 
array of these filters to create visual continuity in the image –
balancing the light and dark as well as enhancing the texture and 
shape of the ice crack.



E7: PHOTOGRAPHING THE ELUSIVE 
REINDEER

As with the seal portraits, its important to not disturb 
the wildlife in any way. Staying still and getting down 
on a low angle from a distance with a zoom lens will 
ensure this, also allowing for again a more personal 

angle.

Consider all elements – the background, foreground
and the subject, and where they are placed on the 

‘Rule of Thirds’. Ben places the horizon line above the 
third horizontal line, with the foreground at the 

bottom line. In this shot, he centers the reindeer with 
careful consideration of the positioning of the 

mountain in the distance.

When using a zoom lens such as this, its important to 
keep your sensor clean to avoid dust spots. For this, 

Ben makes sure to stop and use his blower to remove 
potential dust spots.

E6: EDITING

IMAGE STITCHING

Panorama: to create a stitch, select your individual images > 
right click > photo merge > create panorama. Be aware this may 
take a while to load. 

Crop: For Instagram, crop a vertical image to 8x10.

General Adjustments: Before taking the image into photoshop, 
make some general adjustments with exposure/white 
balance/etc. to get the image to look as close to its original 
natural state.

Photoshop: as some blank spaces remained from the photo 
merge, we can fill in this space with the Patch Tool (explained in 
E10)

Dehaze: Using a graduated filter, we can use negative dehaze to 
reduce the clarity and create a foggy effect, This helps 
contribute to the ‘minimal’ look.



E9: DOCUMENTING ICELAND’S JAGGED 
PEAKS

On a day with mist and cloudy weather, where light and 
shadow dance with one another these are the conditions that

inspire Ben the most. 

To capture these sublime mountain peaks, use a long lens, such 
as the 400mm on a tripod for stabilization. To make sure you

don’t create camera shake, set your timer for 2 seconds to give 
yourself time to move away from the set-up.

For versatility in the editing, make sure to get both an 
overexposed and underexposed image on file. Using the in-

camera Histogram, check your exposure (having a bell-shaped 
curve in your whites and blacks is ideal). Also make sure to get 

into the habit to catch a portrait and landscape version of 
whatever you are shooting.

For the best quality, set the ISO to be as low as possible, and 
make sure to check your focus by digitally zooming in on your

frame (if possible).

E8: EDITING

SUBJECTS IN SUNSET LIGHT

Tell the story: Trust your creativity and vision in your photography –
don’t get stuck scared to experiment due to fear of the image ‘not 
looking real’ or how it was originally shot. If you have a vision in mind, 
trust it.

Brush Tool: There are a lot of things in this image that disrupt the 
continuity. One reindeer is in shadow, while the rest in light, and this can 
be fixed using the brush tool.

It is also apparent the mountain in the distance isn’t centered, and we can
create the illusion of it being so with sculpting the light with various 
brushes, bringing the left unbalanced side into the light.

HSL:  Due to the sunset conditions, the orange tones are strong. To 
remain cohesive with Ben’s other imagery, we can use the HSL to 
desaturate the yellow and oranges in the saturation panel.
We can also create an interesting look by adjusting the luminance on the 
blue – making for a slightly more moody feel.



E11: MOUNTAIN DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY

Keep in mind your local drone rules and regulations and make 
sure to stay away from people and animals when flying.

With the Inspire II and the 50mm lens, you can create an
interesting parallax effect when flying the drone in video 

format between foreground and background. You can also 
apply the stitching method to your drone photography, making 

it possible to capture grand scenes. Utilize shape and leading 
lines on the ground to make for interesting compositions in 

landscape photography.

Combine drone flying and hiking to maximize your image 
capabilities. In cold climates, remember to warm up your drone 

batteries beforehand!

When droning, its great to capture footage as well as images, 
as you never know when it could come in handy, such as being 

licensed.

E10: EDITING

ATMOSPHERIC MOUNTAINS

Dehaze: In this distant mountain is quite lost in the haze of the fog, but 
we can use the dehaze slider in this instance to quite a high level. This is 
when this slider is completely appropriate.

Clarity: Just like the dehaze slider in this case, we can bring back a lot of 
the detail of the mountain by increasing the clarity slider much higher 
than we would usually do with most imagery.

Luminance Mask Selection: We can make really specific selections on 
tones we need to adjust with this new feature from Lightroom. Brushing 
over the selected area, you can then use the dropper tool to refine your 
selection using the range slider – making it possible here for Ben to affect
one particular shade of grey.

Patch Tool (Photoshop): Like a more intelligent and predicting tool than 
the clone stamp, the patch tool can be used to change areas of an image, 
such as the dark spots in this one. By making a loose selection, you can 
then drag over to the area you want to replace the colour with.



E1: BENJAMIN’S STYLE

Style is like a fingerprint - it’s the personal aspect that makes 
your work uniquely you. The importance of finding and 

continuing to develop style is not only for personal taste, but 
for making yourself stand out against others in the highly 

competitive photography world. 

For Benjamin, his style developed after witnessing the contrast 
between Australia and Iceland – particularly its sublime 

landscapes and extreme weather.

Although, amongst all the blizzards, fog and rain, Ben manages 
to find moments of quiet beauty. Composition, minimalism and 
negative space are important elements to his work, as well as 
cold winter hues that work cohesively with all of his imagery 

from the arctic.

E12: EDITING

AERIAL ABSTRACTION

White Balance Dropper: Using this dropper tool by the white balance 
dialogue, it will automatically balance the whites. In this case, it has 
reduced the blue hues also in the river, so we will have to manually put 
them back.

Brush Tool: Used to brush over the river stream, restoring the blue tone 
to the river stream. In this case, the brush selection needed to be refined 
a lot to avoid muddying the surrounding dirt colour. Here Benjamin also 
brushes over these ‘muddy’ areas, adding blue tone and desaturation to 
remove the yellow/green hues.

Split Tone: Adding blue hues with the split tone with the shadows, will 
give the image an overall blue mood whilst retaining the stark whites.

Profile Lens Correction: To fix the vignette, we may use the profile lens 
correction dialog and input the camera lens type.

Manual Lens Correction: If this fails, we can use a manual lens correction, 
which has a vignette slider.

MODULE 3

STYLE, CURATION AND SOCIAL
MEDIA



E3: CREATING YOUR OWN VOICE

Style is an everchanging thing, so don’t fight the development 
over time. If you have attained your ultimate style, you don’t 

allow space for growth. 

Passion will drive you and push you into unique pathways. By 
keeping your inspirations around you and challenging yourself 
daily, you can help keep that passion burning. Don’t be afraid

of the rest period, which happens to every artist, and take it as 
an opportunity to rest before regrowth.

Try not to be too influenced by what is popular at the moment,
and explore your own path.

Familiarize yourself with your equipment and learn its
capabilities – try everything from long exposure to astro-

photography – you’ll be surprised what you’ll learn and apply 
to future work.

This applies to the types of photography you undertake as well. 
In the beginning, trying everything you can from weddings to 

macro photography will greatly improve your skills.

E2: WHAT INSPIRES BENJAMIN?

Ben doesn’t really get inspired by other photography as much as he does 
by the landscape itself, fashion, architecture, music and design.

Start by first by recognising what inspires you and gather that together 
and surround yourself with it – it could be a moodboard, visual diary, 

iPhone background, anything.
Be prepared that inspiration may come from anywhere at any time.

Through all of these various artforms, it will begin to conglomerate into a 
cohesion that will transfer across to everything in your life – from your 

clothing choices to your images.



E5: SOCIAL MEDIA TALK

Alex and Ben sit down and discuss their own personal take on social media, 
what keeps them motivated, and what they like best about it.

MORE TIPS:

❏ Using hashtags, locations, and feature accounts 

❏ Collaborating with other creators in your scene - not only do you learn from them, 
but you both benefit in the shared exposure and collaboration.

❏ Other than Instagram, use other platforms - Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, etc.. 

❏ Posting consistency - having a backlog of pre-prepared images to post 
consistently 

❏ Captions - what works and what doesn’t work?

❏ Engage as much as possible with others on the platform 

❏ Keep a client list that you can send to new potential clients 

❏ Have a professional contact email - to look professional and separate business and 
personal emails. 

Stay authentic and true to your own vision.

E4: COMPUTER TO PHONE BRIDGE

Start by looking at your collection as whole in Lightroom (you can rate 
them by colour or stars). Consider the continuity and ask yourself – ‘do 

these colours clash? Are the horizon lines at the same point? What values 
are the whites?

By using the Compare view, you can see a side by side comparison of 
two shots.

For Instagram, make sure your crops are in 8x10 format to ensure your 
image takes up as much screen area as possible.

When ready, export your files (Ben exports in full size JPG) and transfer 
to phone – you can use airdrop or equivalent for this.

Lightroom Mobile is an excellent tool to adjust any subtle colour 
differences that may occur when comparing from computer to phone 

screen.

UNUM is a great app that allows you to pre-plan your Instagram grid, to 
ensure your images compliment each other and tell a similar colour story. 

Think of the Instagram grid as your gallery exhibition space – if you 
wouldn’t put it on a wall side by side, don’t do so on the online platform.



E2: PRINTING YOUR WORK

It can be amazing to make your work physical, to hold it in your hand. 
Here’s how you can do it:

Select a paper type – this is totally personal preference. Once chosen, 
download the paper profile of this paper to your computer.

(Ben uses Hahnemule Fine Art Cotton Rag)

For soft-proofing, press ‘S’ in Lightroom to the selected image – this will 
emulate the effect of the paper and give you a visual example. You can 
then edit the soft-proof version to closer match the edit of the original 

image.

In Canon Print Studio Pro (or your preferred program) open the image for 
printing. Make sure that borders are even (if wanting to sign the work) 

Make sure the right paper size and type is selected.

Print away! And wear cotton gloves to protect your work and plastic 
sheeting.

E1: BENJAMIN’S STORY AND BUSINESS TIPS

The creative industry can be tough to navigate, and a lot of us learn from trial
and error.

Some of tips that may help you out on your journey to run your own 
photography business are:

Meeting with an accountant / taking a short business or accounting course: 
will be paramount when dealing with the less fun side of owning a business.

Before freelancing, save up: To have a base to live on while you are finding 
your feet. This may take from months to years – its important to feel secure 

when taking this step.

Spread your passion: those around you can feel it. By being open with others 
about your goals, they may keep you in mind and refer you to jobs. 

Companies notice passion, which can often outshine even skill.

Create alliances: In this relatively new industry of social media and 
photography, its best to learn from other people around you. Making friends 
with other creators open up many potential doors, from brand collaborations 

to workshop hosting.

OTHER TIPS

Experience is important: in the beginning, taking on jobs such as weddings, 
portrait shoots, or anything outside your comfort zone will help improve your 

overall skills.

Manage your time: Schedule your time and be strict with yourself – its easy to 
procrastinate when you’re the boss of yourself, so scheduling your time and 

keeping track of your tasks is key. 

Have a productive working space: Have a space that you feel you can work 
well in – preferably uncluttered, minimal and comfortable with no distractions 

to get maximum work done.

Make goals: Make a list of long-term and short-term goals for yourself.

MODULE 4

RUNNING A PHOTOGRAPHY
BUSINESS



FIVE KEY TAKEAWAYS:

1. Minimalistic Style 

In such a busy and image oversaturated world, finding a moment of calm 
amongst this chaos can be beautiful. Utilize negative space and remove 

distraction in your images and tell the story of the subject.

2. Curation

Create the story – through curating everything from your profile picture to 
your image style, you can communicate your vision to an audience faster 

and stand out from the crowd.

3. Creative Editing

Think outside the box. Remember, photography is not a true representation 
of reality, and you don’t need to necessarily rely on trying to make your 
images look true to the scene. You can convey mood and emotion and 

your own personal viewpoint by interpreting this through editing.

4. Trust your Vision

It’s a big, dense world out there, filled with many photographers doing 
many things. Trust your own vision – that only you, with your own context 

and personal history, can do. It’s what makes you unique.

5. Adapt

Being a photographer requires adaptability to your surroundings, the
weather, the client briefs, the formats you post to, the everchanging 

cultural environment. By being prepared, having a range of skillsets in 
different fields of photography and of course a burning passion, you can 

adapt to many situations over time.

E3: STAYING INSPIRED

If you do have the opportunity to work in a creative field such as 
photography doing what you love, taking the time to step back and 
appreciate your opportunities and ability to travel, be outdoors, and 

express yourself.

MORE TIPS:

Remember, periods of uninspired, unmotivated and existential crisis are 
all a part of being an artist – everybody experiences them. Don’t fight 

them – consider this time as a time to have a break, rest, and regenerate 
your inspiration.

To kickstart your next inspired phase, try doing new things or travelling 
new places. Set yourself goals or give yourself projects or series to 

complete.

When social media becomes too much, take a step back and focus on 
yourself. It can be overwhelming, being exposed to what everyone else 

around you is doing, but try not to let it influence you too much and trust 
your own unique vision.



THANK YOU!


